Mission Emphasis Curriculum

Haitian
Christian Outreach

Welcome
We’re excited about what God will do in your church as you use Growing Hope—A Journey to
Haiti. Thank you for taking time to highlight what God is doing through the work of Haitian Christian
Outreach. We appreciate your partnership in the Lord and hope that this will be a blessing to your
entire church.
In this supplemental curriculum, you’ll meet four HCO students who have big dreams for how God
will use them. We hope that these stories will give you a glimpse of the hope that is springing up
among our Haitian brothers and sisters in Christ. This hope is being born as we focus on evangelizing,
equipping, empowering, and encouraging Haitian Christians.
We’re sending you these Growing Hope materials in this packet:
• 5 Growing Hope Video Segments
• Supplemental Curriculum Packet
Includes: daily activities, additional resources & fundraising ideas
Plus, you’ll find the HCO Overview Video, which features our main ministry areas that can be shared
with people of all ages.
We would love it if you would share these additional videos with your church so that everyone can
understand more about the mission work the children are learning about. We hope both of these
videos will encourage you!
Naturally, our hope is that this week will help you grow in your support of God’s work in Haiti and
especially with Haitian Christian Outreach. We offer this packet to you free of charge, but would
appreciate any offering or gift that you could share with HCO in return for the use of Growing Hope.
For more information about our work, please visit www.haitianchristian.org.

Haitian
Christian Outreach

Building generations of new believers
Children

Church Planting

Health Care

Community Development
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Daily Activities
Each day you’ll hear from Amy, an energetic and enthusiastic young girl who has
recently returned from a missions trip to Haitian Christian Outreach’s work in Peredo,
Haiti. She’s come back to share stories of her four new friends from Emmanuel Christian
School in Peredo.
And she’s brought back a few Creole phrases to share. At the end of the video on Days
1 – 4, Amy challenges the students to “find out” how to say a particular phrase in Creole.
The phrases and pronunciations are found below and shared by Amy on the following
day’s video. You can handle this section of the week in a variety of ways:
• Assign one (or more) volunteers the Creole phrase. Have students guess 		
who has the mystery phrase and seek out the person(s) to learn how to say it.
• Teach the phrase after the video each day to the whole audience. Practice 		
pronunciation so students are know it for the next day.
• Create a “Treasure Hunt” type search for the mystery Creole phrase for students
to find and learn.
• Have classroom teachers or grade-level leaders teach the phrases during Bible
story, craft, or snack time.
• Work the Creole phrases into a skit, large group lesson time, or other teachable
moment.
• Help the children practice these phrases together after the video. You might 		
divide the room in half. Have one side say the first phrase. Then have the second
side respond with the correct phrase. Repeat several times.
• Encourage everyone in your class to use the Creole phrases
throughout the week.
Have fun learning a little bit of Creole.
Who knows?
Maybe you’ll use it on a future missions trip to Haiti!
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Daily Video Summary
1
2
3
4
5
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Meet Amy and learn about Haiti and the ministry of HCO
		
Amy introduces her friend Jean-Pierre, a boy who loves to help others – Church Planting
		
Amy introduces her friend Lafwa, a girl who loves to learn – Children & Education
Amy introduces her friend Rosalie, a girl who wants to help heal others – Health Care
		
Amy introduces her friend Fritznell, a boy who wants to grow things – Community Development

Clockwise
from top:
Lafwa
Fritznell
Rosalie
Jean-Pierre

*Please note: These are real ECS students, but their stories are composites,
representative of many actual students. Names have been changed for this project.

